
  

Technical Bulletin:  
Index Adjustment Factor’s Limited Effect on ENERGY STAR 

 

August 15, 2018 
 
Earlier this year, RESNET added an Index Adjustment Factor to the ANSI/RESNET/ICC 301-
2014 Standard. While the Index Adjustment Factor (IAF) sounds a lot like ENERGY STAR’s 
Size Adjustment Factor (SAF), it actually serves a different purpose: 

• ENERGY STAR’s Size Adjustment Factor is designed to require better energy 
efficiency in large homes with few bedrooms, because these homes use more energy 
per capita. 

• RESNET’s Index Adjustment Factor, in contrast, is meant to help equalize the HERS 
Index for homes configured with consistent efficiency features, regardless of size, 
stories, foundation, and bedrooms. 

The Index Adjustment Factor will shift the absolute HERS Index for many homes. 
However, because the IAF is applied to both the confirmed HERS Index and the 
ENERGY STAR HERS Index Target, it will result in little to no change to ENERGY 
STAR’s overall stringency. 

ENERGY STAR’s Size Adjustment Factor (SAF)  

The Size Adjustment Factor originated with ENERGY STAR Version 3.0 and was designed to 
ensure that large homes with few bedrooms include additional energy efficiency measures 
compared to their counterparts. For homes whose conditioned floor area exceeds the 
Benchmark Home size, the SAF modifies the ENERGY STAR HERS Index Target to slightly 
increase stringency. 
 
To address challenges Partners in some areas had in meeting the Version 3.1 ENERGY 
STAR HERS Index Target, the Size Adjustment Factor was eliminated from Version 3.1 of the 
National Program Requirements on September 1, 2017. Effectively, this slightly reduced 
ENERGY STAR’s stringency for this class of homes under Version 3.1. To take advantage of 
this change, simply use the latest versions of accredited rating software. 
 
Note that the Size Adjustment Factor remains in place and unchanged in Version 3.0. 



ANSI/RESNET/ICC Standard 301’s Index Adjustment Factor  

The Index Adjustment Factor (IAF), which applies to all HERS ratings, addresses concerns 
that homes configured with consistent efficiency features get a wide range of HERS Index 
scores, depending on the house size, number of stories, foundation type, and number of 
bedrooms. The IAF methodology adjusts for size and configuration so that homes with the 
same set of efficiency measures will achieve more similar energy rating index values. 
 
While the IAF will change the HERS scores of many ENERGY STAR certified homes, it will 
also be applied to the ENERGY STAR HERS Index Target so there will be little to no overall 
change to ENERGY STAR’s stringency. In a minority of cases, stringency may shift by one 
point due to rounding. Therefore, a home that achieves the ENERGY STAR HERS Index 
Target before the IAF is applied is very likely to meet the Target after the IAF is applied. This 
is demonstrated in the following example.  

 
Illustration of Change in HERS Index Due to IAF 

For Slab-on-Grade Home in Houston with Heat Pump 

  

HERS Raters may begin voluntarily using the IAF immediately and will be required to use 
IAF-compliant software on homes that are issued a building permit on or after January 1, 
2019. 

Learn More  

Learn more about the adopted Index Adjustment Factor amendment on RESNET’s site. 
 
View a RESNET webinar recording on the amendment. 
 
Review ENERGY STAR Policy Record #00621 in the Current Policy Record for more 
details on the elimination of the Size Adjustment Factor in Version 3.1. 
 
View past editions of the ENERGY STAR Certified Homes Technical Bulletins here. 
 

https://click.mail.energystar.gov/?qs=8ce0174c10efab076f35169941b9e55ea9d05ee6939618261caa89ff15b27db2277192b7b7f2d0ac70b0090d978f67d0b46c34da40169e90
https://click.mail.energystar.gov/?qs=8ce0174c10efab072193242a7336c5796f24c42fd7a16bc6f82bcb8f10fb9bde23ec022ee5a8e77242e1bef726ce3e8336498fa32609b1a1
https://click.mail.energystar.gov/?qs=8ce0174c10efab0757327482919dcf55d0a7b0ed7b448ef6d299518a327ea19a9156f60a52edd85df85aa955ce095f9c02a0eebcb84e4355
https://click.mail.energystar.gov/?qs=8ce0174c10efab07e17c23912273f44b230d1c293638321cfd2ca50ef5e981852569d0ce2cb32b884ebe5568405da3ae9f9c4f098c3662c9


 

Questions? Email us at energystarhomes@energystar.gov. 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
The ENERGY STAR Certified Homes team 
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